
 
No Show Socks

No Show Socks Released Online That Fit Females With
Different Sized Feet
Monika Allen September 04, 2015

The Little Bamboo is pleased to announce the release of their new no show socks
for women that comes with a non slip heel.

(Newswire.net -- September 4, 2015) Sanford, FL -- One common complaint that females
have when purchasing no show socks is that they tend to fall off after walking around in
them for awhile. The Little Bamboo has fixed this problem by placing non-slip silicone grips
in the heels of the no show socks. This means that women’s liner socks have a better

chance of staying on during a day of walking up and down.

According to The Little Bamboo, they are a pair of no show socks where one size fits all.  This is because the material it
is made from can stretch to fit most sizes. The liner socks should be able to fit best with female sizes ranging from 5.5
to 8.5.

The no show socks are manufactured with a blend of bamboo fibers that gives the product additional benefits. The
bamboo fibers make the fabric of the liner socks silky and smooth in texture. That means the socks are comfortably
worn by females in any type of footwear. Additionally, the socks are anti-odor and antibacterial. This factor is due to the
natural agent contained in the bamboo fiber that is known to prevent the growth of bacteria which can result in foot and
sock odors

Females can depend on the no show socks from The Little Bamboo to reduce the chances of having smelly feet. The
bamboo fibers composition of the socks eliminates sweaty feet because the fabric is four times more breathable than
cotton. The bamboo socks are also moisture absorbing and fast drying

Women can stay trendy with this no show socks as it is possible to wear it with any type of footwear.  According to The
Little Bamboo, wearers can fit these liner socks with flat shoes, heels, or sneakers. The no show socks can be worn
with casual shoes or with dress shoes. The product is very versatile and can be worn with designer shoes such as
Toms, Vans or Sperrys.

The no show socks are sold exclusively on the number one online shopping website Amazon. They come in a package
with three pairs and can be purchased in three different colors- black, white and beige. The socks are also easy to
clean either by hand or by placing in the washing machine.

About The Little Bamboo

The Little Bamboo specializes in all products created and made with Bamboo. Their flagship product is their well-
known bamboo placemat and they have since ventured into launching new products. The most recent are their
bamboo socks, available in both men’s and women’s in a variety of different colors. The Little Bamboo’s current
product line can be found on Amazon.com.
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